Certain alternative properties of physical systems are describable by supports of arguments of response functions (e.g. light cone, borders of media) and expressed by projectors; corresponding equations of restraints lead to dispersion relations, theorems of counting, etc. As supports are measurable, their absolutely strict borders contradict the spirit of quantum theory and their quantum evolution leading to appearance of subtractions or certain needed flattening would be considered. "Flattening" of projectors introduce transitive zones that can be examined as a specification of adiabatic hypothesis or the Bogoliubov regulatory function in QED. For demonstration of their possibilities the phenomena of refraction and reflection of electromagnetic wave are considered; they show, in particular, the inevitable appearing of double electromagnetic layers on all surfaces that formerly were repeatedly postulated, etc. Quantum dynamics of projectors proves the neediness of subtractions that usually are artificially adding and express transient singularities and zones in squeezed forms.
Introduction
In the classical monograph of von Neumann [1] had been stated that qualitative (alternative) properties of physical systems can be described by projective operators (projectors) indicating their complete presence or complete absence. To such primordial properties of all systems must be attributed the causality, locality, mass-spectrality. However, particular features of definite objects/devices such as proportions of solid media, spatial or temporal restrictions of parameters magnitudes, passband of frequencies or limits of work duration of technical devices and so on also can be added with the expanding of such description of the (characteristic) properties of specific objects.
For specification and improvement of this general statement the projectors of supports of certain response functions (range of variables, outside of which functions must be equal zero) can be selected, and the determination of these supports can be considered as the defining of properties. For properties of such type it leads to the establishment of certain features or classes of allowable response functions f (ξ) describable by the equations:
( 1.1) where ξ represents a set of variables, e.g. (t , r) and/or (E, p), P (ξ) is the projector of predefined support. These expressions, which we named "the equations of constraints", demonstrate that f (ξ) = 0, if ξ ∈ supp P (ξ), and remains absolutely arbitrary in all the rest (possible singularities on borders of supports will be considered below). Allowable Fourier convolutions of equations of constraints (1.1) lead to so called dispersion relations or spectral representations in the case of infinite supports and can be expressed as the theorems of counting in the case of finite (usually symmetrized) supports. The analytic description of properties, i.e. the transition from a set of properties to algebra of their projectors and then to integral relations, was initially presented in the article [2], the general approach and some its results and applications are described in [3] (symmetries of some groups of transformations lead to the equations of constraints in the weak topology, which are not considered here).
Nevertheless, if the magnitude of support is measurable, the absolute strictness/clearness of borders definition can be in conflict with a spirit of quantum approach (note that certain uncertainty is inevitable in classics also, e.g. [4] ).
Close problems were discussed, for the first time, as far as I know, by Stueckelberg [5]: he had proposed the introduction of diffuse temporal-spatial boundaries rather than strict and sharp ones at the course of QED calculations (more concretely at the photon emission, where this diffuseness implicitly meant the duration of process). This idea became the basic one in the Bogoliubov theory, but instead of diffuseness he had introduced the special covariant function of intensity of interactions and their switching-on and -off at the course of intermediate stages of calculations, i.e. the gradual increasing of interaction intensity [6] . Such approaches can be presented as the further development of the adiabatic hypothesis of Ehrenfest in quantum theory. Some generalizations and/or specifications of this representation seem possible:
1. Both themselves the adiabatic hypothesis and its generalization by Bogoliubov can be considered by the theory of interactions duration: they really correspond with duration of elementary acts [7]; 2. Operations of interaction switching on and off can be applied not only to time, but also to spatial variables, to definite spatial layers or zones, to transitions between them; 3. Introduction of a "diffusion" zone can be not an intermediate or even only a formal operation, but to get in some cases a quite definite physical sense as the determination of the intermediate, transient formation between two media, two regimes of work and so on; 4. Some analogs of subtractions, which correspond to this limiting procedure, can be achieved at consideration of canonical evolution of projectors that can be comparable to examination of evolution of projectors of rays P (ω) = |out in| in the Hilbert space [8] .
The necessity of some smoothing, of flattening of the strict restrictions or of existence of some intermediate zone can be shown on rather simple, but well known example, on the
